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“ Firstly, thank you for considering

When you join a visual

Tailwind Group as a creative partner

communication agency you

and for reading this document that’s

Hello.
We’re a visual communications agency that helps
businesses and brands achieve more with the content
we create. Working with a wide range of clients across
a multitude of projects and industry sectors, we keep
our core values of creativity and collaboration at the
heart of our operation, delivering powerful ideas and
content which underpin the success of our clients brand
strategies. We have become a trusted creative partner
to the largest UK businesses & organisations for over 10
years, producing compelling communications videos that
captivate audiences, inspire action and drive results in a

been put together by our wonderful
creative team. This document is 10 years

Meet the team.

must be not only highly skilled,

Operating from two offices in London and Bedford, our dedicated team have

all got a proven track record

unique skill sets and are experts in their fields. We’re excellent communicators

in working with our clients to

and believe in building strong partnerships.

develop creative solutions to all

but also be an excellent
communicator. Our team have

in the making. Whilst we can’t show you
over 3000+ films we’ve made in the past,
this pack features some of our most
recent, distinguished projects we’ve

their communication needs. We

had the pleasure of producing. We love

never stop challenging ourselves

what we do and we’re excited to have

as we strive to find better ways to

to opportunity to share who we are and

do what we do.

what we’ve made with you today. ”
Bill Graves

Bill Graves
Managing Director

Managing Director, Tailwind Group

James Pearce
Commercial Director

Aaron Howard
Creative Director

Tim Lewis

Director of Post-Production

communications videos for
Tesco, Philips, Currys PC World

fast and effective manner.
The company has developed from simple video

Having made internal

and many more, we’ve got the
right experience to help you form

Click play to watch our 2019 showreel.

a strategy that is guaranteed

communications to developing extensive communication

to deliver the right messages

campaigns for brands, events, learning and

for your chosen audience,
Rob Collins

development, design. From TV to training. Its been

Senior Producer

Andrew Marshall
Video & Events Producer

Lexy Anderson
Producer

James Shaw
Producer

whether for induction videos,

exciting and enjoyable and we love what we do, and we

customer testimonials or anything

love helping our clients achieve more with Tailwind.

in between. Working with a
wide range of clients across a

Make your brand stand out and engage with your

multitude of projects and industry

audience. By working collaboratively we help you to

sectors, we keep our core values

evaluate your requirements and deliver a focused

of creativity and collaboration at

strategy. Whether working on a single channel or across a

Adam Gardener
Head of Events & Exhibitions

whole range, our tried and tested methods get results.
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Michelle Wright
Production Coordinator

Chris Forsdike
Filmmaker

Kelly Sambridge
Designer

the heart of our operation.

Production
We asked the graduate to provide us with as many photographs from her journey as she could, this ranged
from her as child through to her at university and graduation. We then chose to physically print and film these
in locations relevant to each photograph, an example of this was selfies she took with her friends in the campus
nightclub – this allowed us to bring the photograph into the nightclub location and really make it come to life.
Audio is often the most powerful tool to create emotional impact, so we focused on ways to create an audiosensory experience that would push sfx to the front of the mix, and with this in mind we decided to cover the
majority of the film with b-roll footage to allow us more scope for implementing this.
With the physical photographs in
locations, combined with relevant audio
these shots helped to really bring the
story to life and drive the pace of the
film. Due to the breadth of her journey,
the video also required breathing room
– a few seconds here and there for the

“Working with Tailwind Group was a

viewer to take in the music, imagery and

fantastic experience - one I would

tone of voice. These elements were vital

happily repeat. The team were very

Case Study - Project One

University of Surrey

components in engaging the viewer’s

personable and quickly made me feel

emotional interest and allowed us to

comfortable in front of the camera.

inject moments of pace that ultimately

Throughout the entire process, Rob was

pushed further our concept of combining

considerate of my time and worked

narrative, visuals and audio.

When the Tailwind Group creative team first sat down

to minimise disruption to my day and

with the University of Surrey (back in October 2018) it was

workplace. He was very proactive in

clear they were looking for a fresh take on how to tell

his communications and specific in his

graduate stories. They wanted to showcase a series of

The shoot took place over 4 days, initially filming at Holly’s home where Holly’s dad flew from America to London to

interview requests which meant that

stories to build awareness of Surrey and studying in the

tell us about Holly’s childhood, growing up, and her journey of moving to the UK to pursue her dream. This interview,

filming days ran smoothly according to

UK. Essentially, these videos had to be unique and leave

in particular, was pivotal to adding a layer of emotion to the story.

our timeline and achieved our objectives.

a lasting impact. When developing the creative for this
project our core driver was ‘real people and real stories’

Holly Boothroyd,

which focused on the human element of packing your

Software Engineer, Microsoft

The post-production ran throughout
January 2019 and saw the main film

life up and studying somewhere completely alien. From

produced, accompanied by 5 smaller

the outset we wanted the viewers to get a real sense of
this, we wanted them to taste what life was like at the

Click play to watch the film.

films that supplement the website

University of Surrey and hear about the achievements

content, each one expanding on the

graduates have made post study.

main chapters of her journey. This was
also followed by creating a 60 second

So our team got to work, the first video in this series was to

and 7 second advert for promotion on

focus on Holly who graduated from Surrey in 2018, to tell

Instagram and Facebook.

her story from growing up playing Xbox as child, choosing
move from America to England to study at Surrey, and

Watch the main film here, or head over

ending up with her now working for Microsoft. The film

to www.surreystories.co.uk to view the full

was to be shared across multiple channels including

suite of films for Holly’s Story.

websites, social, paid advertising, email communications
and shown at recruitment events worldwide.
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Careers at Philips
Tailwind were tasked with creating video content to aid Philips’ recruitment push. We created twelve videos across
two years in the UK & Ireland in order to help Philips attract top level talent from graduate level all the way through
to senior management. These videos were pushed across their YouTube and Social Media channels through paid
advertising.
The work has gained lots of exposure throughout the entire company leading onto us creating four similar
recruitment videos for their Central & Eastern Europe part of the business, as well as another four videos for their
Madrid and Dubai markets.
These videos were pushed across their
YouTube and Social Media channels
through paid advertising. The work has
gained lots of exposure throughout the
entire company leading onto us creating
four similar recruitment videos for their

Our Approach

Central & Eastern Europe part of the

Jobs like these are a testament to the

for their Madrid and Dubai markets. These

skill and organisation we have at Tailwind

videos were pushed across their YouTube

and our ability to continually deliver

and Social Media channels through

fantastic video even under the tightest of

paid advertising. The work has gained

deadlines. With one day to capture three

lots of exposure throughout the entire

Our work with Philips began in 2012 by creating the

different product demonstrations, we

company leading onto us creating four

monthly newsletter PNN (Philips News Network) that

delivered on time and with great results

similar recruitment videos for their Central

showed their online network of colleague news, notable

that can be seen on social media across

& Eastern Europe part of the business,

milestones and breakthroughs have been made by

the globe. The film was pitched to us as

as well as another four videos for their

the company. We ingested material from all of their

needing to be engaging, eye-catching

Madrid and Dubai markets.

global markets to create a piece that was shared

and energetic. Tailwind love jobs where

internationally. Our success with this led onto work with

we can help a client find an idea they

Philips UK internal team.

like, and the challenge in this project was

Case Study - Project Two

Philips

business, as well as another four videos

to deliver something informative and fun.
We were tasked with creating video content to aid

Our relationship has been growing with

Philips’ recruitment push. We created twelve videos
across two years in the UK & Ireland in order to help

Oral Healthcare

Click play to watch the film.

Philips and we have recently started

Philips attract top level talent from graduate level all the

working with their Oral Healthcare

way through to senior management. These videos were

division. Our latest project has seen us

pushed across their YouTube and Social Media channels

create product demonstrations for their

through paid advertising.

own website, Amazon and other sales
sites. We worked with Philips and Dr

The work has gained lots of exposure throughout the

Guy Laffan, who provides cutting edge

entire company leading onto us creating four similar

cosmetic and general dental treatments

recruitment videos for their Central & Eastern Europe part

such as Invisalign, Dental Implants, Smile

of the business, as well as another four videos for their

Makeover and Teeth Whitening.

Madrid and Dubai markets.

Click play to watch the film.
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“The goal of the film was to demonstrate
in an engaging way that we feel when

Case Study - Project Three

microsite films to announce a competition

Currys PC World

anticipation have not changed over

One of our larger productions which included a studio

World Cup and to show the incredible

set build, followed by combining live-action & animation.

technology we have on offer. The film

‘Sport through the Ages’ Is a flagship film delivered by

was used within our website, stores, social

the creative team at Tailwind. Designed to showcase

and was a big hit with audiences. Tailwind

the latest 4K television, the film takes viewers through the

were, as ever, fantastic to work with and

emotions of some of the key sporting highlights over the

completely over delivered for us.”

to win tickets to an intimate Olly Murs gig

the decades. The aim was to create
something to mark the start of the Rugby

decades. The advert was a viral social media hit gaining
Chris Brown, Senior Marketing Manager

played in store for over three months. See below some of

CurrysPCWorld

We were approached by Wolf Experience
to develop a suite of social media and

we watch sport, the emotions and the

over 1 million views on social media platforms and was

One of our biggest campaigns to date.

celebrating Pringles 25th birthday. In total

Pringles

we created 5 films all with unique call to
actions that counted down the days to the

Kellogg’s brand Pringles kicked off a campaign

event. Oh, and we also filmed the intimate

celebrating its 25th birthday. The brand offered 50 fans

live event with Olly Murs too!

the chance to win two tickets to a live performance,
and guests were able to meet Olly Murs personally

As Pringles is such an iconic brand, we

at the Pringles-branded live event. A fully-integrated

needed to partner with one of the UK’s

campaign including shopper, in-store, digital, radio and

biggest entertainers - Olly Murs - to create

TV promoted the competition, while promotional videos

the most awesome anniversary campaign

featuring the singer featured online and across social
channels Snapchat, Spotify and Facebook.

and party.”

the other social media campaigns we have produced.

Case Study - Project Four

With a brief to create short teaser films directing people
Then And Now

Are you guilty of faking it?

BBQ King

Click play to watch the film.

to the microsite, where a final film told people how to
enter the competition, we tapped into the jovial side of
Olly Murs and the Pringles brand by using a giant VFX
Pringles can to trap Olly with additional 3D elements.
Following the launch of the films to Facebook and Twitter,
the films gathered over 1 million hits and over 4,000 likes,
comments and shares as well as over 15,000 competition
entries; which made this the most engaged Pringles
campaign they have had to date.
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Case Study - Project Five

British Gas

By following an employee on a typical

Tailwind Group has produced video

customer install, we employed a faux

content for Imagine Cruising for several

documentary approach, along with

years now. Our work with Imagine

scenario-based scenes with

Cruising has covered many holidays

the purpose of helping highlight potential

packages, unforgettable events and

dangers whilst on a job and helping to

promotional materials.

Case Study - Project Six

Imagine Cruising

The British Gas Smart team is a group of very busy energy

remind engineers of what good looks

experts, working hard to get every home in the UK fitted

like. We followed one of British Gas Smart

In 2018 our in-house team traveled to

with a Smart meter. But with such a large workforce,

energy experts through all the stages

Scotland to capture the visual feast of

visited annual show that wows audiences with it’s

sometimes its easy to be too focused on just getting the

of their standard checks. Seeing an

the 2018 Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo.

astounding use of colour and music performed by

job done, and not on the processes that need to take

ideal visit acted out on screen serves

Our main brief was to capture the

place to ensure everyones being kept safe too.

as a powerful tool and helps engineers

intimacy and exclusivity of the event for

With this in mind, British Gas approached us to create an

clearly visualise what the behaviours

their guest attending and highlight the

internal training video full of useful occupational safety

& checks would look like in a real-life

lasting impact it has on audiences from

advice that needed to be delivered in a quick and

situation.

around the world.

The Edinburgh Royal Military Tattoo performance itself
needs no introduction. An award winning, internationally

regiments and groups from around the globe which we
captured. What we’re most proud about within this video
is that we were able to capture the people behind the
scenes and the lasting impact it leaves on the audience
who travel from around the world to witness it.

palatable format.

Over the years we have traveled the world following
Click play to watch the film.

When deciding which style was right for showcasing this

Imagine Cruising and capturing their unique events.
Below are just some of our favourites.

content, we found it was best to start by thinking about
what it was they want to teach. Are you transferring
knowledge, teaching a skill, or modeling a behaviour?

Italy | Katherine Jenkins

While any type of video can share knowledge, some
video styles work better than others to demonstrate skills
and behaviours. and not on the processes that need to

Singapore | Martin Brundle F1

take place to ensure everyones being kept safe too.
With this in mind, British Gas approached us to create an
internal training video full of useful occupational safety

Bali | Back To The 80’s

advice that needed to be delivered in a quick and
palatable format.
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thank
you.
We would like to thank you for
taking the time to learn a little bit
about us and we would love to
hear about what you would like to
show the world.

www.tailwind.group
contact@tailwind.group
london +44 (0) 20 7012 1774
bedford +44 (0) 1234 780 116

